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How AI brings value

“AI is the most powe ul technology today
which enables us to build so many
great things.”
Aryan Singh
Director & CTO

CX - Customer Experience
AI powered value addition features - built into your customer/user/patient experience
Ÿ

Personalization: Pa ern recognition & Recommendation Engines

Ÿ

Communication Experience: Conversational AI- Talking Experiences are more human

Ÿ

AI Assisted User Data Collection

Ÿ

AI Avatars guiding customer data collection forms: Automated checks & hints

Ÿ

AI Assisted Product Guidance: AI Avatars helping and hand holding your customers for a be er experience |
Conversational– Voice or hints | User service, ful llment, tutorials

Ÿ

Document Intelligence: Document processes such as transcription, digitization, translation, and AI checks |
Layout Analysis, Document parsing, Machine Translation, PoS tagging, Document data extraction, handwri en
character recognition, Document Due Diligence, easier customer experiences.

Ÿ

AI Avatars: Deployable AI Agents serving Users: Deployable Conversational AI Agents trained for your CX use casedeployed for your customer experience needs.

Workﬂow Processes
Ÿ

For Your Team
Change in the nature of work: AI takes care of automated processes- allows your people to focus on moving
forward rather than completing mundane processes- allows them to be creative and take decisions and create
higher value- empowers them to do more
Computer Vision: Process AI Augmentation, Process Computer Vision, AI Similar data search engines,
Document Intelligence, Human Augmentation with Computer Vision
Natural Language: Conventional AI– AI Avatars for delegation for API driven processes, AI reminders,
Conversational AI task management & orchestration
Machine Intelligence: Pa ern Recognition, Reinforcement learning, sensory data automation

Ÿ

For Your Users
New Features | Faster turnaround times | Process Transparency | Higher Bandwidth

Intelligence Data Insights
Data is the future of decision making
Ÿ

Machine Learning based Feature Extraction, Pa ern Recognition, ML powered regression

Ÿ

Clustering: Identifying pa erns of customer behavior: clustering customer behavior pa erns from data &
hierarchical clustering

Ÿ

Conversational AI: AI Avatars- Talking AI Agents- you can ask & they notify of forming pa erns

AI Hub
Revolutionizing the AI & Emerging Technology development process

Build & set up your own AI Lab
Discover & Test Pilot Pre-Built AI Models, Explore from our range of
ready-to-deploy AI Models and see the power of AI with our AI models.
Establish your AI Data Lake for the development of your customized AI &
prepare yourself or your team for the future development of customized
AI On-premises or Cloud.
Our Team of AI Expe s from TensaX Innovation Lab pe orm Feature
Engineering and present Insights, presented to you in intelligence insights.
Manage your deployed AIs with TensaX AI Hub.

Our Team of AI Expe s from TensaX Innovation Lab build custom AI for
your case and view live updates and results in AI control Rooms.

Run AI Demos on your systems and mobile

Browse AI Models

Talk to

INF0 is our universal conversational AI framework. You can talk to INF0, it is
content aware, state aware, and has suppo for contextual data queries and
data pa ern recognition. Being our proprietary AI Agent, INF0 can deployed on
Web, embedded systems & mobile

INF0

Facial Expression Recognition

Happy, Positive
Interested

Uninterested
Negative

Handwri en character Recognition

Medical Image Segmentation

Disgusted
Annoyed

Computer Vision Image Recognition

Object Detection & localisation

Document Intelligence

Build AI in weeks, not years
Exec.
Brie ng

Technology
Assessment

Project
Repo

Pre-built AI
Trial or Custom AI

AI Deployment in Production
Cloud, Integrated or Mobile

3 Days

3 Days

2 weeks

12 weeks

3-8 months

Explore TensaX AI Industries
AI Applications today are in every aspect of life and are helping organizations do more in all these sectors. Get sta ed
with building AI & Emerging Technologies with TensaX Innovation Lab.

Clothing Try-On

Reinforcement Learning

Build your
application
with us

Build AI & Emerging Technologies
Pa ner with us to build technology
TensaX Innovation Lab has industry expe ise in AI & Emerging technology, our team is competent in the latest
development & deployment frameworks for mobile & cloud deployment, incorporating AGILE & Scrum interactive
development practices. Let's collaborate to build technology.

Comprehensive
Product
Development

A i cial Intelligence & Emerging Technologies
AGILE + Scrum work process
Project Delivery Guarantee & Project Insurance
Work directly with team

*Eligibility for project insurance is determined a er project assessment.

Building AI & Emerging Technologies
Made Really Easy…

Estd. 2017

People we’ve worked with
Cloud Deployment Pa ner

AI Academy

Artiﬁcial Intelligence Courses for Everyone
TensaX AI Academy is an exceptional leading A i cial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) Training Academy.
The courses are designed by leading academic and industry expe s, useful for learners & professionals looking to
grow their career and business.
Our courses are one to one instructor led interactive courses that are available at very a ordable prices. The courses
and training programs cover the educational aspect with hands-on practical training on live AI projects. The
pa icipants will get summarized course material and course ce i cate a er completion.
Carried out in their entirety through project based learning, the di erent ce i cation segments are:
Ÿ

Programming & Python

Ÿ

Data Science & Operations

Ÿ

Artiﬁcial Intelligence & Machine Learning Fundamentals

Ÿ

Advanced AI Applications & Machine Learning

Ÿ

AI & Emerging Technologies

Our focus is directed towards making sure that everyone has the chance to build on their spark of curiosity and
technology exploration, no ma er their age and educational background. To ensure a comprehensive learning, we
customize the course content based on the following groups:
Ÿ

AI for Kids: for ages 10 to 18

Ÿ

Career Enhancement with AI: looking to add new skill along with prior time commitments (profession, education,
at home responsibilities)

Ÿ

Internship Programs

Ÿ

A i cial Intelligence Corporate Training Programs: For Business Managers and team leaders that are looking to
explore and develop AI strategies for their team and business

Our unique approach
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Instructor led one-to-one courses
Project Based learning to develop problem solving skills and provide practical training
Courses designed by leading industry and academia expe s
Live interactive sessions and problem guidance sessions
Courses are carried out through online sessions
Flexible scheduling of sessions

LEARN • EXPLORE • INNOVATE

Partner with Us

We strongly believe in building strategic pa nerships with young entrepreneurs, companies, and individuals. We
plan to have a global presence, so we welcome associations and pa nerships from across the globe. TensaX
Innovation Lab’s Global Pa nership Program provides you an oppo unity to learn and collaborate on emerging
technologies like A i cial Intelligence (AI) and grow your business. If you believe that we could work together for
mutual bene ts, let’s get in touch.
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Our Presence
India O ce

US O ce

UAE O ce

Siddha h Nagar,
Near Airpo ,
Jaipur

Oyster Point,
611 Gateway Boluevard,
Suite 120, San Francisco

Al Masraf Tower,
Deira,
Dubai

